This paper proposes a real-time recognition system for hand gestures, which serves as an alternative of human computer interface. We focus on hand gestures performed by hand motions, and 10 hand signed digits are recognized. Gesturing hand in each video frame is firstly extracted by skin-subtraction approach. The track of hand motion with maximal stand deviation is selected for gesture. And we use the histogram models to recognize the gesture tracks. The system achieves a recognition rate of 97.33%.
devices have been used to capture human hand motions. However, the gloves and their attached wires are still quite cumbersome and awkward for users to wear, and moreover, the cost of the glove is often too expensive for regular users. With the latest advances in the fields of computer vision, image processing, and pattern recognition, real-time vision-based hand gesture classification is becoming more and more feasible for human-computer interaction in VE. Early research on vision-based hand tracking usually needs the help of markers or colored gloves to make the image processing easier. In the current state-of-the-art vision based hand tracking and gesture classification, the research is more focused on tracking the bare hand and recognizing hand gestures without the help of any markers and gloves.
Meanwhile, the vision-based hand gesture recognition system also needs to meet the requirements, including real-time performance, accuracy, and robustness. There has been various tools proposed for vision-based gesture recognition systems, we review some of them in section 2.
Section 3 gives the detail of our proposed real-time hand gesture recognition system, which involves hand detection, motion tracking and gesture classification procedures. Experimental results for each stage are given in section 4. Finally we conclude the paper in section 5.
Related Works
Hand location is the first stage of the generic hand gesture recognition system, considered as a feature extraction step used for the estimation of parameters of the chosen gesture model. Two types of cues are often used in the process of locating gesture operator: 1) color cues and 2) motion cues.
Color cues are applicable because of the characteristic color of the human skin. Most of the color segmentation techniques rely on histogram matching [2] or employ a simple look-up table approach [3] , [4] based on the training data for the skin and possibly its surrounding areas. The major drawback of color-based localization techniques is the variability of the skin color footprint in different lighting conditions. This frequently results in undetected skin regions or falsely detected non-skin textures.
Motion cue is also commonly applied for gesturer localization and is used in conjunction with certain assumptions about the gesturer. For example, it is usually the case the gesturer is stationary with respect to the (also stationary) background. Hence, the main component of motion in the visual image is usually the motion of the arm/hand of the gesturer and can thus be used to localize her/him. This localization approach is used in [5] . The disadvantage is there are occasions when more than one gesturer is active at a time (active role transition periods) or the background is not stationary.
Once the gesturer is localized, the desired set of features can be detected. Hand and arm silhouettes are among the simplest, yet most frequently used features [6] . Contours represent another group of commonly used features [7] . Several different edge detection schemes can be used to produce contours. A frequently used feature in gesture analysis is the fingertip [8] . A simple and effective solution to the fingertip detection problem is to use marked gloves or color markers to designate the characteristic fingertips. In case if the motion trajectory is used for representing gestures, the center of gravity of a detected hand region can also be a usable feature, as in our proposed system.
To recognize extracted features as some specific gesture, there are different tools based on the approaches ranging from mathematical statistical modeling, computer vision and pattern recognition, image processing, connectionist systems, soft computing, etc. Most of the problems have been addressed based on statistical modeling, such as Principle Component Analysis (PCA), Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [9] , Kalman filtering [10] , more advanced particle filtering [11] and condensation algorithms. Finite State Machine (FSM) has been effectively employed in modeling human gestures [12] . Connectionist approaches [11] , involving multilayer perceptron (MLP), timedelay neural network (TDNN), and radial basis function network (RBFN), have been utilized in gesture recognition as well. The authors in [9] defined an one hand sign recognition system，both spatio-temporal Dynamic Space Time Warping (DSTW) [13] and HMM are used to train a gesture model, which works with a fixed number of multiple candidates. A gesture can be recognized even when the hand location is highly ambiguous, and the background may be arbitrary and even contain other moving objects, and hand-over-face occlusions are allowed. Given the high computational complexity of the DSTW approach for a high number of fixed candidates, they introduced the pruning of classifiers in order to reduce cost. However, the system is still not able to operate in real-time or near real-time.
We will also evaluate our proposed gesture recognition system in the 10 Palm Graffiti Digits database as in [9] , where users perform gestures corresponding to the 10 digits (shown in Figure 1 ). Gesturing hand is detected using skin-subtraction and the gesture classification is handled by gesture histogram models, which achieves a high recognition rate as well as the demand of real-time computing.
Proposed System
Our hand gesture recognition system follows the generic framework of a typical recognition system as shown in Figure 2 , which involves two main stages: i) . Motion tracking served as gesture feature extraction, which forms the motion track of gesturing hand to express the meaningful gestures, gesturing hand is detected in each frame and its center point is used for tracking the movement. The recognition rate of gestures will highly depend on the reliability of this procedure, and the processing speed of the system is also dominated by the efficiency of movement tracking; ii) . Gesture model training/matching firstly trains a model for each class of gesture, using a set of features extracted in motion tacking. And all tested tracks of unknown gesture are matching to these models and classified as the gesture with maximal similarity. Considered as a feature extraction process, hand motion tracking is the first of two stages in our hand gesture recognition system, which extracts the track of gesturing hand movement as a set of hand locations. Figure 3 summarizes the steps of hand motion tracking. Single frame processes above the point line shows the hand detection along with some post-processing procedures, which is to find center coordinates of detected hand regions in each frame. Hand motion tracking algorithm then form multiple track candidates from all calculated centers, and select the track with best feature measurement as the meaningful gesture performed by a user.
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Hand detection with skin-subtraction
To form the track of hand motion, we need to locate the gesturing hand in each video frame. For hand detection and feature extraction, [9] use a generic skin color histogram to compute the skin likelihood image, which is applied for skin detection. Given skin and nonskin histograms of manually labeled skin/non-skin pixels we can compute the probability that a given color value belongs to the skin or non-skin classes:
Where s [rgb] is the pixel count contained in bin rgb of the skin histogram, n[rgb] is the equivalent count from the non-skin histogram, and Ts and Tn are the total counts contained in the skin and non-skin histograms, respectively. Other than the training based approaches, to develop a user independent skin detection algorithm, the standard range of skin color is available for different color spaces, Table 1 gives skin color ranges in RGB [14] , HSV and YCbCr [15] color spaces. We adopt YCbCr for our skin classification, since RGB solution is not reliable when skin is under the lighting reflection, which is a common problem associate with skin color classification. YCbCr separates out the luminance signal (Y) that can be stored with high resolution or transmitted at high bandwidth, and two chroma components (CB and CR) that can be bandwidth-reduced, subsampled, compressed, or otherwise treated separately for improved system efficiency. And HSV solution is proved to be more time consuming although it's more realistic to human vision.
Compared to skin color based hand detection that has the possibility to classified static objects in the background as skin object, background subtraction is another attractive solution for hand detection since it detects movable objects by intensity difference between two frames. Gesture that we focus on is performed by temporal hand motion, and while background subtraction can be applied in our hand detection, it may also detect other moveable objects. Both solutions will bring unexpected region as part of gesturing hand into movement tracking procedure which may failure the track extraction.
We propose the so-called skin-subtraction hand detection solution benefit from both skin classification and background subtraction approaches. Skin-liked objects in each frame are classified firstly, and then static skin regions from background are subtracted out by binary operations with "skin" image of the background frame. The detail of the hand detection is given as follows:
Algorithm I -hand detection of skin-subtraction Input: a "background" frame F 0 and a gesture frame F Step 1: calculate the binary images I 0 and I for F 0 and F respectively. ex.:
. R skin is the skin range in YCbCr.
Step 2: I=exclusive-or(I, I 0 ), remove static skin objects in F 0 .
Step 3: I=AND(I, NOT (I 0 )), remove region of gesturing hand from F 0 .
Step 4: I=closing (opening (I)).
Step 5:
Step 1 classifies each pixel in the gesture frame and background frame as a skin pixel if it falls into the skin range of YCbCr color space, which will result two binary skin images.
Step 2 performs logical exclusive-or between two skin images, which removes static skinlike pixels from background, the head of the user and the non-gesturing hand. As the "background" frame used for our experiment is selected from each user's video sequence independently, and it's not a pure background frame without any foreground, which cause gesturing hands from two frames are retained. This unexpected hand cluster from background frame can be further removed step 3, a logical AND operation between the result of step 2 and complement of background skin image.
Step 4 performs image opening followed by image closing operation on the binary image from step 3, which first removes isolated skin pixels as noise and then removes small holes inside skin blocks. Only the cluster of skin pixels with the size of boundary exceeds a threshold should be considered as a skin region, and the other detected pixels need to be removed as noise.
Step 5 calculates the center coordinate of gravity for each detection skin region, which will be used in motion tracking procedure to form the track of hand motion.
Multi-candidates motion tracking
After we get the features from hand detection procedure as a serial of centers coordinates of detected hand regions in each frame, the next task is to track the trajectory of hand movement. There are self-occlusions of 2D projected hand during gesturing, and the number of detected hand regions in each frame may be different. This problem challenges motion tracking that: i) The gesture being tracked may be cut because of hand region lose or regions appear with long distance. ii) Invisible region by occlusion belongs to the tracked gesture may appear again after a while. iii) Regions in the tracked gesture may be not extracted from the gestured hand. According to these uncertainties, we keep track of multiple gesture candidates, and tracks of gestures are updated based on the distance between region centers in current frame and the tail of each tracks, instead of regions detected in previous frame. Finally the one that best describes the trajectory of hand movement is selected.
Denote C(I, M) as detected M regions centers in frame I, and G(N) as N trajectory candidates being tracked. The hand motion tracking algorithm is given as:
Algorithm II -hand motion tracking Input: region centers detected in each frame. Step 1 initializes N trajectory candidates, with the start location of each candidate assigned by each hand region center in the first frame. From second frame, an unequal number of M region centers may possibly be detected. With N tail points from the existing N candidates, step 2.1 calculates a MxN distance matrix that each center in current frame has a distance to the tail of each candidate. Step 2.2 repeatedly finds the minimal distance from distance matrix which is between m th center and n th candidate, if the distance bellows the threshold the center will be appended to the candidate; otherwise the center will initialize a new candidate with itself as the starting location. The problem that a continuous gesture cut by occluded region is handled in this algorithm, as long as the current region doesn't appear far away, the gesture can also be reconnected. When all trajectory candidates are formed, we select the best motion track which describes the hand movement. One possible solution is based on the path lengths of candidates as motion performed by the most active gesturing hand tends to have the longest path. However, this idea may not robust when other objects keep moving in a small area that the candidate can also has a long path. In step 3 we use instead the standard deviation of the center coordinates along the gesture path, which is shown to be more reliable.
Gesture recognition by histogram models
Of those tracks of motions extracted from video sequences, we human can easily understand the meaning of a gesture and classify them into one of ten digits through 0 to 9, while it is not the case for computers. Thus the gesture recognition follows motion tracking, is to recognize the extracted tracks as meaningful gestures. Figure 4 shows the workflow for our recognition steps of detected hand-signed digit tracks. In model matching stage, unknown tracks are classified into one of 10 gesture models according to their similarity with models. The performance of the hand gesture recognition system is concluded by the recognition rate, the percentage of tracks can be correctly classified. 
Normalization/ Smoothing
Pre-processing
According to the variation of gesturing speed, the same digit gesture performed by different users and different gestures performed by the same user have greatly different number of points in their motion tracks. To achieve user and digit independent recognition, all gesture tracks are needed to be firstly normalized to unified length of N points. We apply least-squares Bform spline approximation to normalize and smooth two dimensions of track points respectively Another pre-processing step is the encoding of each track. We make use of vector to measure the direction at each step of hand movement, which result in N-1 vectors for each track, and vectors are further be classified into 8 categories (see Figure 5 ) based on the ranges of direction they are in. This is referred as encoding of chain code. 
Training
After all tracks are encoded by chain code, we manually label a set of tracks for each class of gesture through 0 to 9, for the training of gesture models. We propose a simple classification solution based on histogram distribution to model each gesture class, which is shown to be distinguishable among a finite set of gesture categories.
According to the chain code, there are 8 bins for each gesture's histogram model, the bin values are the average bin-wise counts of tracks with the same label. An unknown track is matched with ten gesture models and is classified into the model with minimal distance defined as:
where M(i, j) is the count in bin j of gesture i's histogram and T(j) is the count in bin j of an unknown track T. We also assign a weight to each bin consider the fact that when the count differences are the same between two bins, the bin in the model with larger count should has a smaller distance.
Experimental Results
We give experimental results of different stages of our proposed real-time hand gesture recognition system: hand detection, motion tracking and gesture recognition. The recognition result is compared with the one that we motivated [9] .
Similar to the easy test set of hand-signed digits in [9] , we test our system on our own provided data set. We also provide 30 video sequences and each sequence contains 10 gestured digits performed by the same user, that there are 300 tracks will be extracted in total, except that the users in our videos are required to wear long sleeve to ensure the precision of hand detection. Further more, the number of sequences from each user is not equal in our data set. The template of 10 digits through 0 to 9 is given in Figure 1 , notice that "4" and "5" are different from our usual practice as they are required to be gestured by one stroke. We assume that the segmentation of 10 digits in each video is known, and we are not concern on the segmentation issue currently.
Result of hand detection
The frames we used for hand detection here are from the dataset of [9] , with the intention to explain the reason of providing our own videos. Figure 6 shows an example of skin-subtraction based hand detection. (b) and (d) are binary skin images for background frame (a) and current frame (c) respectively. Instead of subtract with the original grayscale frames in background subtraction, we perform the logical exclusive-or operation between (b) and (d) to get (e), which removes static skin-like pixels, and the head of the user and non-gesturing hand are also removed except their boundaries. The gesturing hand in two frames is retained as two main clusters, one of which from the background frame can be removed by a further logical AND operation between (e) and NOT(b), as shown in (f). And finally the region of our interested hand will be retained after de-noise process (g).
As the user wears short sleeve shirt, we can see that the detected hand region is longer than the fist which contains part of arm. This may lead motion tracking to be unstable as then center of region cannot represent the location of fist. So the gesturers in our dataset are required to wear long sleeve shirt instead to ensure the precision of hand detection.
Another problem that may fail the hand detection based on skin-subtraction is the color of shirt. If it is skin-liked and the gesturing hand appears in front of shirt, as shown in Figure 7 , the region of hand will be deliquesced by skin pixels from shirt in background frame after exclusive-or operation, which can further be removed by de-noise process. Only a region of elbow retained as it is not intersected with cloth. This serves as another motivation to provide our dataset that gesturers are required to wear cloth with color not close to skin. 
Result of motion tracking
Motion tracking extracts the best track from multiple trajectory candidates according to stand deviation measurement. Each track is smoothed to a unified number of 51 points, which are converted to 50 vectors and further encoded to 50 chain codes. Figure  8 (a) shows a detected motion track for digit "6" which consists a set of (x, y) points. (c)(e) shows x and y coordinates respectively of the original track, while 
Result of gesture recognition
When we extracted all 300 motion tracks represented by chain codes from 30 video sequences, the next step is to classify each of tracks in to one of ten digits. We select 10 tracks for each digit class, totally 100 tracks to train the statistical histogram gesture models. Our histogram based solution didn't take the temporal correlation among parts of a digit into consideration, but based on the statistical distribution of the movement directions (chain code), which is a "nonsegment" solution compared to HMMs approach.
After 10 models are trained for each digit, we test the models by 300 tracks which are classified according to their histogram distances to ten models. The result of recognition rate is given in 2 nd and 3 rd columns of Table   2 . As we can see from the result for each digit, all 30 tracks of digit "2" can be recognized, while the digit "4" can only achieve the recognition rate of 56.67%. The overall recognition rate is 86.33% while 41 tracks are incorrectly classified. We summarize 41 miss-classified gestures in Table  3 . There are 12 "4" incorrectly classified as 7 and 5 "7" incorrectly classified as "4", that these 17 tracks takes more than 40% out of 41 tracks. Certainly we can improve the overall recognition rate by distinguishing "4" from "7" correctly and vice verse. We take the fact that both of digits "4" and "7" contain two dominating parts: a horizontal line and a vertical line, except that the order is different and the histogram model we used cannot distinguish the temporal difference. Our histogram model can be enhanced by segmented into two sub-models with the equal size, that is, 25 chain codes as the first half of each track are segmented to calculate the first sub-model for each digit, and is the same for the second sub-model. With this segmented histogram model, "4" and "7" are surely distinguishable, since first half chain codes of "4" (mainly a vertical line) has a significant distance to "7" (mainly a horizontal line) on the first sub-model which is also the same for second half codes. Results of gesture track recognition are summarized in the last two columns of Table 2 . The overall recognition rate has been greatly improved to 97.33% that only 8 out of 300 tracks are miss-classified, while at most 2 out of 30 tracks for each digit. Our dataset is generated in office environment which is similar to the easy dataset of Alon and Athitsos's work [9] , with no distracters while the other moving objects are possible, except that users wear long-sleeved non-skin-liked shirts. We also assume that the gesture segmentation is known. They achieve the best detection rate on easy dataset of 94.6% when the subgesture reasoning is used and K=4, 5, 6 candidate hand regions are retained in each frame. Our recognition rate of 97.33% is comparable although we didn't include subgesture reasoning since the gesture segmentation is known.
The runtime of our gesture recognition is mostly cost on the hand detection and motion tracking stage, which can achieve an average speed of 60 fps. According to the frame rate of current off-the-shelf cameras, our system can support the real-time processing requirement.
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a hand gesture recognition system using motion tracking, which served as an alternative for new generation of human computer interface in modern computer vision systems.
As color cues based and motion cues based solutions are most commonly used for detect object in video frames, we proposed the skin-subtraction hand detection which benefit from both solutions. The best motion track is extracted from multiple track candidates based on their stand derivation measurement. Each track of gesture digit is normalized and smoothed, and encoded into chain code for training models of each gesture class. Compared with Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) tool use in our motivation, we proposed a simple model on the histogram distribution which is shown to be reliable for gesture classification. We achieve a recognition rate of 97.33% out of 300 digit gestures and the computational efficiency is around 60 fps which can support the requirement of real time applications.
There are several issues need to be handled in our future work. 1) Improve the hand detection and gesture tracking to be reliable and stable when the hand occludes with skin-liked objects. 2) Improve gesture recognition by HMMs. our histogram model may not be reliable for classification when the gesture classes are extended. Temporal relation is necessary to be considered. 3) Identify the start/end frame of each gesture by segmentation. 4) Extend the system to handle distracters. Other object like human move beside the gesturing person will make the gesture tracking even challenging.
